PRESS RELEASE

In future, Gruschwitz and the SGL Group will develop
twisted threads and yarns made from carbon
-

-

The twisted thread and yarn specialist from
Germany's Allgäu region has entered into a strategic partnership with the
world leader
in carbon fibre products
Focus on new applications and customerspecific solutions

Leutkirch im Allgäu, 28 November 2013

The Gruschwitz Group, which is listed on the open market in the Frankfurt Stock
Exchange, and the SGL Group - The Carbon Company, which is listed on the M-DAX
stock index, have entered into an extensive strategic partnership. The aim of the
cooperative agreement signed in Meitingen on 27 November 2013 is to develop new
carbon sewing threads and twisted yarn constructions - both as a separate product range
and on behalf of those customers with whom customized solutions are jointly developed.
Both partners will contribute their respective expertise: As a materials specialist, the SGL
Group masters the entire value chain from raw material to carbon fibre and carbon fibre
composite materials. Gruschwitz, a leading supplier of high-performance yarns, focuses
on the distribution of special yarns, technical twisted threads and sewing threads for the
automotive and medical industries, among others.
Christian Koppenberg, Global Sales Director at the SGL Group: "We chose Gruschwitz as
a partner because the company has extensive expertise in the development and
manufacture of technical twisted threads and yarns and has been established for many
years as a leading supplier of high-performance yarns in the technical textile sector. Our
aim is to harness the special characteristics of carbon fibres, such as high strength,
temperature resistance, electrical conductivity, and the expertise of Gruschwitz in order to
develop new solutions for our customers, thus opening up new markets."
For Gruschwitz CEO Ditmar Schultschik, this cooperation with the SGL Group is a
continuation of the successful strategy of working together with leading manufacturers of
special fibres on unrivalled, top-class solutions. The fact that the SGL Group is such a
well-known producer pleases directors Ditmar Schultschik and Klaus Gudat all the more.
"Our discussions with the SGL Group were very constructive from the outset. Even
though we are the junior partner here, our know-how and innovative strength are much
appreciated. We expect that this cooperation
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will stimulate growth for both sides," says Schultschik. According to Schultschik, the
strategic partnership is part of Gruschwitz's long-established reputation as an "innovative,
competent and reliable partner".
Based on existing cooperative ventures, Gruschwitz expects another, profitable year of
growth. "We are going to end 2013 on a high," says Schultschik confidently. In 2014, a
modern logistics centre will be set up at the company's headquarters in Leutkirch. Only
last year, an investigation by the Munich Strategy Group (MSG) confirmed that
Gruschwitz is one of Germany's 100 strongest and most profitable medium-sized
companies.

We appreciate your interest and your reportage. Please send us a copy of your story
when it comes to print.. The enclosed press photos are approved for publication in the
context of this press release.

The attached photo can be used free of charge in connection with the
publication of this press release. It shows:
Marcel Remp, Manager Product and Technology Management SGL Group
Klaus Gudat, Managing Director Gruschwitz GmbH Tech-Twists
Thomas Heindl, Sales Manager SGL Group
Ditmar Schultschik, Managing Director Gruschwitz GmbH Tech-Twists
Christian Koppenberg, Global Sales Director SGL Group
Robert Grüneberg, Sales and Marketing Manager Gruschwitz GmbH Tech-Twists
Dr. Andreas Wöginger, Vice President Product and Technology Management SGL Group
Martin Ruf, R&D Manager Gruschwitz GmbH Tech-Twists

In case of queries please contact:
Ditmar Schultschik
Executive Board
Gruschwitz Textilwerke AG
Memminger Straße 68
88299 Leutkirch
T +49 7561 9098-913
ditmar.schultschik(at)gruschwitz.com
gruschwitz.com

Tino Fritsch
Corporate Communications
SGL Group
Phone +49 611 6029-105
Fax +49 611 6029-101
Mobile +49 170 540 2667
tino.fritsch(at)sglgroup.com
sglgroup.com
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About the Gruschwitz Group
Gruschwitz Textilwerke AG with its wholly-owned subsidiary, Gruschwitz GmbH TechTwists, is a medium-sized group of companies that specialises in the development,
production and distribution of technical twisted threads and yarns as a supplier to the
processing industry. The approximately 150 employees work together with well-known
suppliers in the automotive, medical, industrial and speciality textiles industries to find
innovative solutions to complex tasks in the high-tech sector.

About the SGL Group - The Carbon Company
The SGL Group is one of the world's leading manufacturers of carbon products and
materials. The comprehensive product portfolio ranges from carbon and graphite products
to carbon fibres and composites. The core competencies of the SGL Group are the
control of high-temperature technologies and the deployment of many years of application
and engineering know-how. This exploits the company's broad material base. These
carbon-based materials combine several unique material properties, such as excellent
current and thermal conductivity, heat and corrosion resistance, as well as lightness,
combined with high strength. Due to the industrialisation of the growth regions of Asia and
Latin America and the progressive substitution of traditional materials with new materials,
the high-performance materials and products of the SGL Group are in increasing demand.
SGL Group products are used in the steel, aluminium, automotive and chemical
industries, in the semiconductor, solar and LED industries, as well as in lithium-ion
batteries. Carbon-based materials and products are also used in the wind energy,
aerospace and defence industries.
With 45 production sites in Europe, North America and Asia as well as a service
network in over 100 countries, the SGL Group is a global company. In the 2012
financial year, approximately 6,700 employees generated sales of EUR 1,709
million. The company's head office is based in Wiesbaden/Germany.
Further information
www.sglgroup.com.
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